the signal is a bell-shaped curve and in the presence
of saturation there is a dip at the line center (at W:::: wo),
the depth of the dip depending on the field amplitude H 1 •
This is exactly the shape of the second harmonic signal
which was observed in t7l •
There were three factors int7l which were ignored in
our discussion and which could give rise to some discrepancies between the theory and experiment: 1) the
field Hl was applied in the form of pulses and, therefore, was not strictly speaking monochromatic; 2) we
ignored the exchange interaction whose magnitude, for
certain concentrations of the paramagnetic atoms,
could be comparable with or even greater than the magnitude of the dipole-dipole interaction; 3) we ignored
the inhomogeneous line broadening.
In conclusion, we shall point out that the functions
g(.6.) and g'(.6.), as well as the functions f(w o - 2w) and
f'(w o - 2w), satisfy the Kramers-Kronig relationships[lO]
only approximately and only in the frequency range defined by 1.6.1 «u5+WV1/2 and Iwo-2wl<uo' This is due
to the fact that the nature of these functions was reconstructed from the first three terms of their expansion
as a power series in the operator VI' One may expect
that the retention of the higher terms in the expansion
(5) will make it possible to describe higher-order nonlinear effects and to find more accurately the line profiles of the first and second harmonics by analogy with
the refinement of the linear response profile obtained by
inclusion of terms with higher powers of the dipole-dipole interaction operator. [13]

The author is grateful to V. R. Nagibarov, N. K.
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comments.
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Domain structures of {111} iron garnet crystalline plates
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The results are given of an investigation of the domain structure of ! III J single-crystal iron garnet plates
with a natural tetraxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The domain structure was investigated with the aid
of the Faraday effect. It was found that the structure was composed of three systems of through stripe
domains oriented mainly along the <112) axis and forming a macrodomain structure. Several special
features were observed in the behavior of this domain structure in a magnetic field, which was directed at
right-angles or parallel to the plate. In particular, macrodomains without an internal substructure were
observed during lI.J.agnetization. The cause of the existence of an unusual hysteresis loop was established.
Conditions were found under which the observed pattern became colored (the domains with different
magnetization orientations had different "colors"). This effect was used in the identification of magnetic
phases. A model of a complex domain structure was developed: it consisted of stripe domains with 71°
walls and rhomboidal macrodomains with 109° walls, and the magnetization vectors of the domains were
oriented along the < 111) axes. The model described satisfactorily the magnetic-field-induced changes in
the domain structure. The theoretically calculated relationships between the parameters of the
macrodomain structure and stripe substructure were in agreement with the experimental results.
PACS numbers: 75.60.Fk, 75.50.Bb

New practical applications of magnetic domains demand a better understanding of the domain structure of
ferromagnets and ferrimagnets (ferrites). The domain
structure of magnetically uniaxial materials has been
investigated in detail both theoretically and experi343
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mentally, but much less work has been done on multiaxial crystals because of the greater variety of domain
configurations which can occur in them. This applies
particularly to the domain structure of magnetically
multiaxial crystals with external surfaces which do not
Copyright © 1976 American I nstitute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Domain structure of an iron garnet
crystal in various magnetic fields oriented perpendicular to the plane of
the sample: a) 0; b) 21 Oe;
c) 37 Oe; d) 69 Oe; e) 88
Oe; f) 83 Oe.

pIe are precipitated at these boundaries. Consequently,
the observed stripe domain structure can be regarded
as a system of plane-parallel through layers with localized walls whose thickness is much less than the domain thickness. This structure is characterized by an
open magnetic flux path and a distribution of magnetic
charges on the surface in the form of stripes with alternate signs of the magnetic charge.
We shall assume that the magnetization vectors Min
stripe domains are parallel to the (111) axes (with the
exception of the [111] axis). The walls between domains
are parallel to the {110} planes. The question arises
whether these are 180° or 71 walls. A calculation carried out for a Bloch wall shows that the surface energy
density in the first case is[l2J
0

(1)

contain easy magnetization axes. In spite of the fact
that the domain structure of multiaxial ferromagnets
with cubic lattices has recently been the subject of very
active research, [I-10J the laws governing the formation
of domain structures, relationship between different
structures, and the nature of domain walls are far from
fully understood. The best opportunities for the correct
interpretation of domain structures and understanding
of the mechanisms of changes in these structures in
magnetic fields are available in the case of transparent
crystals with a through structure which can be revealed
by the Faraday effect. These crystals include sufficient
thin iron garnet plates.
We investigated in detail the behavior of the domain
structure of (Er, Tb, Gd)3Fes012 crystalline plates
which were oriented nearly in the (111) plane (the deviation of the [111] axis from the normal did not exceed 5°);
these plates were subjected to a magnetic field parallel
or perpendicular to the plane of the sample. The plate
thickness L was - 60-80 IJ.. The observations were
carried out both after careful mechanical pOlishing and
after chemical polishing. Some laws governing the
changes in the domain structure in magnetic fields were
established for all the investigated samples. We shall
iliustrate them by considering a crystal of the specific
composition Ero.1Tbo.sG~.4Fes012 and 70 IJ. thick.
1. DOMAIN STRUCTURE IN DEMAGNETIZED STATE

In the absence of a magnetic field the structure of the
investigated compOSition consists of stripe domains
oriented mainly along three directions coinciding with
the (112) axes. The whole crystal splits into regions
inside which the stripe domains are parallel to one
another (Fig. 1a). This gives rise to a macrodomain
structure[4] with an internal fine sUbstructure.1) In the
general domain pattern there are sites from which
stripe domains" emerge" and sites which are "bypassed" by stripe domains (we shall call them sites A
and E, respectively). Two different sites of this kind
can be seen in Fig. 1a.
Another feature of the domain structure is the sharp
optical contrast of a boundary representing a wall between two neighboring stripe domains. Particles of a
magnetic suspension deposited on the surface of a sam344
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where A is the exchange interaction parameter and K is
the first magnetic anisotropy constant; in the latter case,
(2)

171 = 1.22 (AK) '\

Thus, the 71 Bloch walls are favored by energy considerations. However, the orientation of the magnetization in such a wall is close to the difficult direction.
Therefore, we may expect the walls between these domains to be of the Neel rather than of the Bloch type.
A calculation of the energy denSity in a 71 Neel wall
gives the expression
0

0

arccoS/2/3

1 N=2(AK)'"
71
.
3

S

{9cos'<jl+12(x-1)cos'<jl

0

+81'6 x cos <jl+4(H2x)

r/. d<jl,

(3)

where 'K =2rrM2/K. The integral in Eq. (3) was calculated numerically for several values of 'K. It was found
that in the range 'K""10 this integral can be approximated by a quadratic trinomial and the energy (3) can
be expressed analytically (to within 3%) in the form
1"""'0.46 (1 +0.185x-0.006x') (AK),I•.

(4)

We can see that in the case of iron garnets (typical values 'K - 1) the energy of a 71 0 Neel wall is considerably
lower than that of a corresponding Bloch wall.
Equation (4) allows us to estimate easily the domain
thickness in the demagnetized state[l3J
d, = 1;8 [(HO.185x-0.006x')Ll' AK 1"'.

(5)

Bearing in mind all the points made above, we can
interpret the initial domain structure pattern, for
example that near an A site, in the way it is done in Fig.
2b.
2. CHANGES IN DOMAIN STRUCTURE IN
PERPENDICULAR MAGNETIC FIELD

When a crystal is magnetized in a perpendicular
field, domain walls are displaced and stripes gradually
G. S. Kandaurova and Yu. V. Ivanov
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FIG. 2. Interpretation of the
domain structure in the vicinity of a type A site.

In mechanically polished crystals the macrodomain
walls are hardly displaced during magnetization.
Therefore, it is easy to note that the change in the domain structure involves transformation of type A into
type B sites (compare Figs. la and ld). After chemical
polishing the macrodomain walls become more mobile
and it is more difficult to find direct correlations between the type of site in the demagnetized and pseudodemagnetized states. The interpretation of the domain
structure in the vicinity of one site is given in Fig. 2.
On the basis of the proposed model, which is explained
in Fig. 2, we can logically account for the principal
features of the changes in the domain structure in a
magnetic field, including changes in the nature of the
type of site (A and

m.

disappear (Fig. lb). In some macrodomains the
stripes disappear in weaker fields and in others in
stronger fields. These differences are clearly due to
the inaccurate orientation of the surface of the sample
along the (111) plane and also due to local structure
variations. In fields h =H/Hs = O. 3-0. 5 (Hs is the saturation field) only the large macrodomains remain in a
sample (Fig. lc). The weak contrast between them is
most probably due to magnetic birefringence. [1] When
a sample is rotated about the normal, the contrast between macrodomains changes.
When the field is increased further, new stripe domains, oriented approximately at an angle of 60° relative to those existing earlier, appear inside macrodomains (usually near walls). The new strip domains
increase in thickness with the field and in fields
h'" O. 7-0. 8 a pseudodemagnetized state is observed.
The domain structure is then similar to that observed
in the initial state (compare Figs. ld and la). When
the field is increased, the new magnetic phase occupies
an increasing proportion of the crystal (Fig. le) and in
a field H = 0 saturation is reached. When the field is
reduced, stripe domains appear and they are again directed along the (112) axes (Fig. 1f), and the cycle described above is repeated: a macrodomain structure
is formed and then new stripe domains appear and grow.
When the field is removed, the domain structure is of
the same kind as in the initial state although the details
(dimensions and shape of macrodomains, distribution
of A and B sites, etc.) are not reproduced. A similar
behavior of the domain structure is observed in negative
fields.

In the initial demagnetized state (Figs. la and 2b) the
vectors M of the stripe domains are oriented along the
nll], [fIll, and [111] axes (the normal component of
the magnetization Mn is directed along [111]) and along
nIl], nl1], and [lIi] axes (Mn along [iii]). The application and increase in intensity of a field applied
parallel to [111] reduces the relative volume and then
destroys completely the magnetic phases with the magnetization component opposite to the field. In fields
h ;" 0.4 there remain macrodomains in which the vectors M are directed only along the [ill], [111], and
[111] axes. When the volumes of these phases are
equal, the average magnetization of the sample I =(M)
=1 s cosX = 0.331. (X is the angle between two easy magnetization axes and it amounts to 70° 32'), which corresponds to the position of a step in the hysteresis loop
of Fig. 3.
The walls between macrodomains are parallel to the
(110) axes. We may expect these to be the 109° Bloch
walls, whose plane coincide with the {112} crystallographic plane. In such a wall the vector M rotates so
that the angle between this vector and the (112) axis
remains constant and equal to 62°. The wall energy is
then

It should be noted that a 109° N~el wall would in this
case have the energy density 1. 36(AK)1/2 even for X=0.

In fields h;" 0.6 domains appear in which M are parallel to the Cll1] axis and to the field H. The new magnetic phase appears in the vicinity of the macrodomain
walls because at these points the magnetization orientation is already close to [111]. The requirement that

The characteristic behavior of the domain structure
accounts for the existence of an unusual step-like
hysteresis loop (Fig. 3. 2 ) A step is found in the hysteresis loop in the range of fields in which only the
macrodomains remain (Fig. lc) and it is due to the delay of the formation and growth of nuclei of new stripe
domains, i. e., of the new magnetic phase.
345
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(6)

1,,,=1.16 (AK)"'.

FIG. 3. Hysteresis loop of a

{HI} iron garnet plate recorded in a perpendicular
field.
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is obtained when a macrodomain configuration is
formed.

< tt2>

+"0>
FIG. 4. Macrodomain structure model.

We shall consider the structure of macrodomains
without a fine substructure (Fig. 1c). We shall assume
that the plate is infinite in the (110) direction and that it
can be regarded as ribbon of width A. In this orientation one of the projections of the (111) axis, coinciding
with (112), lies across the ribbon and the other two
make angles of 30 and 150 with the edges. The proposed macrostructure model is shown in Fig. 4. It is
selected on the basis of the following requirements: a)
no charges on domain walls; b) zero total tangential
component of the magnetic moment of the crystal. A
characteristic feature of this structure is the possibility of variation in the number of rhomboidal domains
across the width of the plate. The problem is to determine the equilibrium domain size Z.
0

there be no magnetic charges on the walls is satisfied
if the walls between the new domains and the matrix are
parallel to the vectors M in the macrodomains (Fig.
2c), i. e., if they are oriented at an angle 60 0 relative
to the stripe domain walls in the initial magnetic state
(Fig. 2d). Therefore, the type of site changes from A
to B (compare Figs. 1a and 1d). The walls of the new
stripe domains are the 71 Bloch walls, which are
parallel to the {110} planes. Theoretically, the energy
of these walls is u2l
0

17/=0.46 (AK) 'h.

The energy of domain walls per unit length of the
plate in such a structure is

(7)

They differ from the 71 0 walls separating stripe domains in the initial state in which the magnetization
vectors in the domains have normal (to the wall) components amounting to M cos(x/2). In the case under
discussion the magnetization rotates remaining all the
time within the wall plane because if it were out of the
plane the anisotropy energy as well as the exchange
and magnetostatic energies would increase. Therefore, the energy described by Eq. (7) is smaller than
that described by Eq. (4) and even smaller than the
energy (2).
The normal (to the plane of the plate) components of
the magnetization in neighboring stripe domains are, in
accordance with the adopted model (Fig. 2d), M and
M cosX and they are directed in the same way. Clearly,
such a structure is equivalent to a Kittel structure[13l
in a crystal whose magnetization is ~(M-M COSX), subjected to a magnetic field H +Hm =H - 27T(M +M COsX).
In the pseudodemagnetized state the neighboring domains have the same thickness and, consequently, the
average demagnetizing field Hm is compensated completely by the external field H. In this state the domain
thickness may be expressed in the form
(8)

Ew=~lL( 2~
3

1'31

(9)

We can calculate the magnetic energy by replacing the
distribution of charges on the edge of the plate with a
two-dimensional periodic structure comprising a set of
the initial distributions separated by a distance T from
one another (Fig. 5). Then, the magnetostatic energy
per cell in such a structure can be expressed in the
form
sin' (2nn!3) sin' (npLlT)

(10)

p'n'1'n'!91'+p'!T'

where M t is the tangential (with respect to the plane of
the plate) component of the magnetization in the macrodomains. Going in Eq. (10) to the limit T - 00 and replacing summation over p with integration, we obtain
the required magnetostatic energy of the edge charges.
When this energy is recalculated per unit length of the
plate, we obtain
Em=

!~M,'I~(4),

(11)

where

~ (x) = ~ n-' sin' ( 2nn ) S~
.l..J
3
1"1=1

which in the case of iron garnets with X- 1 is close to
the domain width in the demagnetized state (5). A
comparison of the domain structure photographs in
Figs. 1a and 1d shows that this conclusion is in agreement with the experimental results.

-1).

0

sin' (nnxk!3) dk.
k'l'1 +k'

(12)

In the range of small values of the ratio LiZ (0< LiZ

- - 1++ +1 -

3. MACRODOMAIN STRUCTURE MODEL
The appearance of macrodomains is due to the total
magnetic moment of the stripe domain system parallel
to the plane of the sample (Fig. 2b). Since the dimensions of a plate are finite, the existence of one stripe
system, i. e., of one macrodomain, is not the preferred
configuration. A reduction in the magnetostatic energy
346
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-IO:Mt! ""=-Mt/21+++I- - -1+++1FIG. 5. Two-dimensional structure obtained by periodic repetition of a distribution of magnetic charges at the edge of a
plate.
G. S. Kandaurova and Yu. V. Ivanov
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simple relationship between the macrodomain size Z,
thickness of stripe domains d z, and dimensions of the
plate
(17)

FIG. 6. Domain structure of an iron
garnet crystal in var ious fields oriented
parallel to the plane of the sample: a)
0; b) 4 Oe; c) 85 Oe; d) 0 Oe; e) -1 Oe.

H.,.,.r .....

100 ~

< O. 5) the function

'L, (LIZ)

can be approximated by the

polynomial
~(x)

""P,(x) =O.11x+2.44x'-2.lOx'.

(13)

Then, Eq. (11) becomes
Em =

M,'L
n'

--{

U
8.91+ 198L-170 - } .
1

(14)

If we assume that Z can vary continuously, we find that

the condition

can be used to find the equilibrium macrodomain size
1=2.9 (11.1 M,'-2.27 U) 'I,.

(15)

When the plate thickness L is increased, the value of
Z decreases rapidly and Eq. (15) is meaningful only if
(16)
When the above inequality is not satisfied, the ratio L/z
lies outside the range of values in which the function
'L,(LIZ) can be replaced by the polynomial (13). In the
case of rare-earth iron garnets the characteristic
length YI4rrNf is of the order of one micron and, therefore, in the case of plates with i\ - 1 cm, the right-hand
side of Eq. (16) represents hundredths of a centimeter.
In the case of a sample whose domain structure is illustrated in Fig. 1, we have L = 70 IJ. and, therefore,
the condition (16) is clearly satisfied; moreover, in
rough estimates we can omit the second term from Eq.
(15). Then, substituting in Eq. (15) the value of y from
Eq. (6) and M t =Msinx'" O. 94M, we obtain the following
347
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In our case (L - 100 IJ., i\ - 1 cm), the stripe domain
width should be approximately 20 times smaller than
the macrodomain size. According to the experimental
data, the above ratio is Zld 1• Z = 10-30, which is in satisisfactory agreement with the theoretical estimate.
4. CHANGES IN DOMAIN STRUCTURE IN PARALLEL
MAGNETIC FIELD

The following changes in the domain structure occur
when a field is applied parallel to the surface of the
plate (Fig. 6). Even in weak fields h- O. 05 we find that
instead of the three principal stripe domain systems
there is only one dominant system in which the domain
walls are oriented along the (112) axis, which makes the
largest angle with the field H (Figs. 6a and 6b). When
the field is increased, the macrodomains with this direction of the stripes grow and they absorb the neighboring regions. In fields h> 0.1 practically the whole
crystal consists of just one system of stripe domains.
When the field is reduced the stripe domains reappear
and they are oriented along the same axis, their thickness increases, and in the residual magnetization state
only one domain system remains in the sample (Fig.
6d). However, this domain structure is highly unstable.
In negative fields I hi> o. 01 there is a sudden change in
the domain structure: the macrodomain configuration is
formed again (Fig. 6e) and magnetization continues in
negative fields basically in the same way as in positive
fields. Thus, the macrodomain structure exists only
in a narrow range of fields near the demagnetized state.
It should be noted that the hysteresis loop measured in
the parallel field has the normal shape.
If the domain structure model shown in Figs. 2 and 4
is correct, the stripe domain walls (and, consequently,
the vectors M) should be oriented in the ideal case only
along three directions in the plane of the plate. This
means that discrete changes in the stripe domain positions may be expected when the field orientation is varied. In fact, it is found experimentally (Fig. 7) that
rotation of the field in the plane of the sample produces
one of these three" allowed" stripe domain systems.
When the angle of rotation of the field cp is increased,
the stripes retain their orientation and they switch suddenly to a new direction only when a certain critical
value of the angle cp is reached. Figure 8 shows the
dependence of the angle Z/!, representing the dependence
of the direction of the stripe domains in a crystal on the
angle cp and it shows that the dependence z/!(cp) is definitely step-like. The transition from one domain orientation to the other occurs in a very narrow range of
angles.

5. COLORED DOMAIN STRUCTURE PATTERNS
The domain structure becomes colored when the laser
source is replaced with white light and the polarizer
G. S. Kandaurova and Yu. V. Ivanov
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TABLE 1. Relationship between observed domain color* and
orientation of magnetization vectors.
Domain color

and analyzer transmission axes have a certain relative
orientatiOl ,B4J The color of the domains depends
strongly on the angle Q! =1T/2 - {3, where {3 is the angle
between the transmission axes. In the case of the sample whose domain structure is shown in Fig. 1, the
maximum contrast between the domains and the strongest color effects are obtained for Q! =3° and Q! =- 3° .
The sequence of changes in the nature of the domain
structure, domain color, and the presumed orientation
of M in domains are given in Table 1 for different magnetizing fields. If in the Q! =+ 3° orientation a crystal
is subjected to a negative field H, the domain pattern
changes similarly to the case when Q! =- 3°. If Q! =0°,
i. e., when the polarizer and analyzer transmission
axes are completely crossed, all the domains are of
gray-greenish color with domain boundaries appearing
as dark thin lines.
When the crystal magnetization is switched by a perpendicular field, the sequence of appearance of domains
of new color is in full agreement with the changes in the
orientation of the domain magnetization deduced from
the proposed model (Fig. 2). "Islands" of yellow or
green color can frequently be seen against a background
of a mass of "red" and "orange" domains. We may
assume that when the field is switched off, the magnetic hysteresis maintains a residue of the magnetic
phase with the same orientation of M as in the state of
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FIG. 8. Dependence of the
the orientation of stripe
domains I/J on the direction
cp of the magnetic field.
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FIG. 7. Changes in the domain
structure of the same sample as
in Fig. 6 caused by changes in
the field orientation.
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*The observed colors are not spectroscopically pure. The domain color is given only approximately.

saturation in the fields + Hs or - H s, i. e., with M directed along the [l11J or [111] axes. Since the color of
each domain does not change when its volume is reduced
or increased, we can assume that the rotation of M in
the domains during magnetization is of little importance
and the main processes are the formation of nuclei of
a new magnetic phase and the displacement of domain
walls.
The appearance of colored domains may be attributed
to the magnetic circular and linear dichroism, dispersion of the Faraday rotation, or magnetic birefringence. (15-17] Clearly, further special studies would be
needed to determine which of these factors predominates.
6. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the domain structure of {111} singlecrystal iron garnet plates of different compositions. In
all cases when an induced uniaxial anisotropy was not
superimposed on the natural tetraxial anisotropy, the
equilibrium domain structure in the demagnetized state
and the main features of the changes in the magnetic
field were similar to those described above.
A comparison of the domain structure patterns revealed by powder and magneto-optic methods revealed
that there were no closure domains in crystals 60-80 J.1.
thick. The domain structure penetrated right through
the plate. This made it easier to interpret it.
An analysis of the behavior of the domain structure
in magnetic fields oriented in various ways relative to
the crystallographic axis, together with x-ray diffraction data and results of studies of colored domain patterns, made it possible to construct models of the
stripe and macrodomain structures which accounted for
the observed features of the magnetic properties and
domain structure such as the two-stage magnetization,
unusual shape of the hysteresis loops. similar values
of the stripe domain thickness in the demagnetized and
pseudodemagnetized states, changes in the type of site,
existence of macrodomains without an internal substructure in a perpendicular magnetic field, discrete
changes of the stripe domain orientation in a parallel
field, etc. Moreover, we were able to relate the
macrodomain size to the dimensions of a crystal and to
the stripe domain thickness. The agreement between
G. S. Kandaurova and Yu. V. Ivanov
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the theoretical estimates and experimental results confirmed once again the correctness of the selected models,
It can be shown that the general relationships govern-

ing the formation of the domain structure in {111} iron
garnet plates apply also to other multiaxial ferromagnets with a similar magnetic anisotropy and comparable
dimensions and crystallographic orientations of the
samples. The domain structure can then be described
by the theoretical representations put forward in the
present paper.
It should be mentioned specially that the observation
of colored domain structure patterns in which the color
of a domain identifies the magnetic phase to which it
belongs, opens up new possibilities for correct interpretation of the domain structure and identification of
magnetic phases in magnetically multiaxial polydomain
crystals. Clearly, a more careful analysis of the color
patterns, carried out using special optical methods,
may in future give much more extensive information on
the distribution of the magnetization in domains and on
the mechanism of changes in the domain structure than
that obtained in the present study.

The authors are grateful to A. V. Andreev for an xray diffraction study of the crystals and to V. V. Zverev
for his help in the investigation.
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Phase transition in a nonequilibrium plasma and its effect
on exciton condensation in germanium
B. M. Ashkinadze, N. N. Zinov'ev, and I. M. Fishman
A. F. Ioffe Physico-technical Institute. USSR Academy of Sciences
(Submitted August I, 1975)
Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 70, 678-686 (February 1976)
Results are presented of an experimental investigation of recombination emiSSion, absorption, and
dispersion of microwaves in thin and bulky samples of pure germanium subjected to surface optical
excitation. The results may be explained by means of an hypothesis that assumes the formation near the
illuminated surface of the sample, of metastable dense plasma clusters that relax into electron-hole
condensate drops.
PACS numbers: 72.30.+q

After L. V. Keldysh suggested in 1968 the possibility
of the onset of electron-hole drops in semiconductors, [11
a large number of experimental studies were made of
this phenomenon (see, e. g. ,[2-6]). The results obtained
to date allow us to conclude that at sufficiently low temperature the non-equilibrium excitons in germanium can
condense into drops; the particle concentration in the
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drops is (2-3)x 1017 cm- 3 , and the temperature dependence of the dew point is extremely steep and corresponds to an activation energy '" 1. 5 meV. [4] Owing to
the strong degeneracy (EF/kT» 1), the electrons and
holes in the drop have a high mobility corresponding to
a relaxation time Tr -10- 10 sec. The theoretical estimates of the particle concentration in the drop[5] agree
Copyright © 1976 American Institute of Physics
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